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TnT Paranormal Happenings
This issue brings in August and 2016 is half over. The Olympics in Brazil will start this
month, school will start in a lot of America (parents jumping up and down), and fall is just

Famous Haunts

around the corner. Fall brings many paranormal events, lectures, and conferences. The

Tools of the Trade

information in this issue will keep you in tune with those events and much more.

Ask TnT Paranormal

The FL Chapter will be conducting investigations at the Saxon Manor and May-Stringer
House in Brooksville, FL this month. Additionally, we are hosting a lecture on the

TnT Paranormal Asks

paranormal at the Winter Garden library on the 8th.

Upcoming Events
2016 Paranormal Conference
Listing

The IL Chapter will be conducting a follow-up investigation at the Vogt Art Center in Tinley
Park, IL in preparation of the Investigate with Event coming in September. Click here to
learn more about the location and the upcoming event.

Our FL Chapter has several programs being offered this fall. Stayed tuned for more details.
The IL Chapter is working on some fall “Investigate with TnT Paranormal” events; one of
which is a brand new location in Tinley Park. Additionally the IL Chapter has over 10

At TnT Paranormal Investigators
our primary mission is to help the
client with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data to
determine if any paranormal data
was captured, and provide the
client with a report of our findings.
We also use this time to educate
our clients on the paranormal field
and helping to ease their fears.

LLC

lectures being offered this fall at Chicagoland libraries. NOTE: The lectures are free of
charge.
We have a lot of interesting articles in August 2016 issue, including: Alchemy; Castillo de
San Marcos; Footstep Tracker; and an interview with the only rabbi working in the
paranormal field, Dr. Sid Vineburg. If you are a budding author, or even an experienced one
and would love to have your article in our newsletter, please let us know.
We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in
mind if you hear of anything. To learn more about us you can go to our website, group page
on FaceBook, Team page on Facebook, or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).

We would love to assist you with
your paranormal needs. To learn
more about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation click here.
Click here to read the newsletter
Disclaimer.
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Paranormal “U”
Alchemy
By Kevin Clayton, Limbo Paranormal / TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC - MO Chapter
When you hear alchemy, you might picture a white bearded sage in a laboratory full of bottles, mixing ingredients in a cauldron to some desired
effect, possibly turning lead into gold, or working on an elixir for immortality.

Alchemy is a philosophical and pseudoscientific tradition practiced throughout Europe, Egypt and Asia. It had many goals, including aiming to
purify, mature, and perfect certain objects, make a cure all (panacea) for diseases, and making an elixir for immortality. Most people recognize
one aspect of this as the traditional transmutation of materials. Lead into gold for example or making a philosopher’s stone for immortality that
Voldemort would covet. But Alchemy is also having a deep philosophical aspect. Practitioners also worked on the purification of the human
soul.

Some medieval practitioners believed in alchemy as more of a spiritual experience than the actual physical change of a material like lead into
gold. They saw it as a metaphor for life. They strove to change themselves and others from “lead” into “gold”. Other practitioners strove for
the actual transmutation of base metals, like lead, into gold. This practice was made illegal in the 14 th century. By the 1700’s anyone claiming
to be trying to do this was more or less shunned by other alchemists. This practice was in disrepute.

People think of alchemy and picture a European castle. History shows that alchemy has its roots in ancient Egypt, and extends into Europe
and as far India and China. Each culture had its own focus on alchemy. Egypt and Greece alchemists studied metallurgy and were among the
first to record findings in papyrus scrolls. Many of these scrolls and books were destroyed over the ages by time and the occasional religious
uprising.

The goals of alchemy in India included the creation of a divine body and immortality and was restricted to certain operations, metals, drugs,
compounds, and medicines, many of which have mercury as their core element. Its principles restored the health of those who were ill beyond
hope and gave back youth to fading old age.

The Muslim alchemists introduced a new approach to alchemy, based on scientific methodology and controlled experimentation in the
laboratory, in contrast to the ancient Greek and Egyptian alchemists whose works were often allegorical and unintelligible, with very little
concern for laboratory work.

Whereas European alchemy eventually centered on the transmutation of base metals into noble metals, Chinese alchemy had a more obvious
connection to medicine. The philosopher's stone of European alchemists can be compared to the Grand Elixir of Immortality sought by Chinese
alchemists. These two goals were not unconnected, and the philosopher's stone was often equated with the universal cure all. Black powder
may have been an important invention of Chinese alchemists. As previously stated above, Chinese alchemy was more related to medicine. It is
said that the Chinese invented gunpowder while trying to find a potion for eternal life.
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Famous Haunts
Castillo de San Marco

(St. Augustine, FL)

The Castillo de San Marcos is a masonry fort located in St. Augustine, Florida. It is the oldest such fort in the continental United States.
Construction on this fort began in 1672 when the area was under the control of Spain. The main material used in the construction of the fort is
called in Spanish, coquina, which means small shells. This material is made of ancient shells and is similar in nature to limestone.

The fort is built in the location of a Native American town called, Seloy. Over the past three centuries that this fort has been in existence, control
of this fort has been by the Spanish, early on, and later, Britain. After the war of independence, ownership of the fort was maintained by the
United States of America, until the state of Florida seceded from the Union; it was then controlled by the Confederacy.

Castillo de San Marcos and the surrounding area, has been the scene of Indian attacks, battles involving Spain, Britain, and France, and even
an attack by Robert Searle, an English pirate.

With a long history that this fort has had, many different cultures have been imprisoned in this fort over these many years.

Several of the claims of paranormal activity include: The appearance of a light in a watch tower on stormy nights, the appearance of Spanish
soldiers typically seen at sunset or sunrise, in the dungeons, people have claimed to feel sick, goose bumps, cold breezes, and being touched,
and pictures and videos have been taken of light anomalies and apparitions appearing in the presence of mists. EVP’s have been captured in
parts of the fort as well as smells and the sounds of marching boots.

Castillo de San Marcos was featured on Ghost Adventures in Season 2, Episode 10. And also featured on Ghost Asylum, Season 3, Episode 5.

For information on visiting Castillo de San Marcos and the many other haunted locations in St. Augustine, you can go to this website:
http://www.ghostaugustine.com/paranormal-investigation-tour.php or give them a call at:1-888-OLD-1565.
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TnT Paranormal Asks Rabbi Sid Vineburg
Rabbi Dr. Sidney A. Vineburg, Ed.D., is Rabbi Emeritus of Anshe Poale Zedek Synagogue in Manitowoc, WI. Currently he is a Professor, at
Grand Canyon University. He is an affiliated Professor at Haifa University in Israel.

Rabbi Vineburg holds a BA in Jewish Philosophy from the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York and a BA in Religious Studies (Early
Christianity) from Columbia University in New York. In 1988, Rabbi Vineburg was ordained "Rabbi, Preacher and Teacher in Israel" by Tifereth
Yisrael Rabbinical Yeshiva in New York, a Master of Arts in Education from Marian University and a Doctor of Education degree (With
Distinction) at Capella University in Minnesota.

He is the founder of the New Community Shelter and 2 libraries in Green Bay, WI. Having recently moved to the Detroit area, he is now very
happy to be living in Oak Park, MI, and becoming active in Jewish life in the Greater Detroit.

1)

Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal?
I am a retired Rabbi and an academic, currently teaching online at a school in Arizona. I served as a Rabbi for almost 30 years. Now, I am
primarily a researcher and speaker about Judaism and the paranormal, including Jewish legends and Kabbalah. I am also a member of
Dominion Ministries and try to help those having problems with the paranormal. I was a regular on Paranormal Kool-Aid with Chris Medina.
I am also the only rabbi working in the paranormal field.

2)

How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?
I have been interested in the paranormal most of my life. I remember studying all that I could about the paranormal as a child and teen. I
have always been an empath, but my interests were from some paranormal experiences that I had.

3)

What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?
I do not actually have my own team but I am associated with Dana Stricker’s team from Palmyra, WI. They investigate for me, and then we
decide if my intervention is needed or wanted. They have been a great blessing to me, since I am disabled, which makes it difficult for me
to actually investigate.

4)

What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?
First, I believe that teams in general need to do more historical research. Paranormal issues do not usually just “happen.” Every case has
a background that needs to be investigated along with the haunting. Second, I would love to see every team have access to someone who
can help resolve cases. I do not think it is enough for a team to prove a haunting. I think we need to find ways to resolve cases in a way
that can benefit both the living and the dead.

5)

In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never
heard of before?
Yes. While it is now quite famous, the Dybbuk box does not have a history in the Jewish paranormal. Contrary to some, there is only one
Dybbuk box. It is probably haunted as a result of a lock of hair that may have belonged to a holocaust victim. It should be buried in a Jewish
cemetery and the funeral service said over it to bring peace.
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TnT Paranormal Asks Rabbi Sid Vineburg
6)

Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?
Work with a seasoned, trusted team so that you know what you are doing. Make sure that research is an integral part of the plan.

7)

What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?
As I mentioned before, research. It helps bring context and a path to possible resolution for cases.

8)

What is your favorite place/location to investigate?
Due to my disability, I do not investigate myself. However, I would love to investigate Seven Sisters Inn, which has Jewish ghosts!

9)

Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.
Several, I have had experiences when several family members passed, including my mother and father in law. It has only reinforced my
belief that there is more to our spirituality than religion often acknowledges.

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?
Sure, I can be reached through Facebook or at www.jewishghosts.com.

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank Rabbi Sid for the interview. We are honored to call him our colleague and
friend.
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From the Paranormal Store
Cops' True Stories Of The Paranormal: Ghost, UFOs, And Other Shivers
Best selling author of over 50 books, retired cop Loren W. Christensenasked men and women
in uniform--police officers, sheriff deputies, SWAT,command, correction officers, and MPs--to
convey their experiences withthe paranormal. These are veteran officers that have been there
and done that, but on one occasion they were confronted with the unexplained ...

Author: Loren W. Christensen
ISBN-10: 1530108241
ISBN-13: 978-1530108244

TAPS ParaMagazine
TAPS ParaMagazine is America’s premiere paranormal print & digital publication featuring the
top minds on the topics of paranormal investigating, cryptozoology, ufology and spiritual
beliefs.
The Atlantic Paranormal Society, New England's very own "Ghost Hunters" on the Syfy
channel, are taking the paranormal to a new dimension in a community near you.
It started in June 2008 when TAPS founders Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson, along with New
England Paranormal (NEP) founder Steve Gonsalves, launched TAPS PARAMAGAZINE. It is
a glossy publication dedicated to the paranormal, the unknown and things in-between for fans,
believers and skeptics alike.
The magazine is an entertainment/lifestyle magazine and features content covering all aspects
of the paranormal. It utilizes a cast network of paranormal enthusiasts to compile a bi-monthly
collection of stories which has helped the magazine fill a market niche that remains
unexplored.
Website: http://www.tapsparamag.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TAPSParaMagazine#!/TAPSParaMagazine
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Tools of the Trade
Footstep Tracker
By Bill Krempp, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC - IL Chapter
In this month’s Tools of the Trade, we’ll examine a Footstep Tracker, and no, this is not a fancy pedometer to help you keep track of how many
steps you’ve taken during an investigation, but rather a highly sensitive vibration detection device that is basically the same as a geophone.
These types of devices are useful in helping you detect footsteps, movements, and vibrations during an investigation. One device that I personally
use can easily detect a slight finger tap from 10’ away.

These battery (AA, 9VDC, or rechargeable) operated devices have simple controls which normally consist of a power switch, sensitivity knob, and
a series of LEDs to indicate the relative strength of the movement. Some models include a remote sensor allowing you to remove yourself from the
area being detected to avoid contamination, although the cable lengths are not very long but can be extended. One common complaint about
these devices is that most are visual only (LEDs light up), without any audio based buzz or beeps to get your attention, although some models are
audio only without LEDs. If data gathering and validation is important, consider putting a video/audio recording device near the tracker/geophone
to record the output for later cross referencing.

This type of device is commonly used for seismic research and oil exploration, and the sensors can be either analog or digital, and can range from
a few dollars to thousands of dollars. For paranormal research, the cheaper ones are used but they still provide the cost effectiveness and
sensitivity needed for an investigation.

References:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geophone

http://www.azosensors.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=217

https://www.crewes.org/ResearchLinks/GraduateTheses/2008/Hons-MSc-2008.pdf

http://www.geol.lsu.edu/jlorenzo/ReflectSeismol03/Geophones_files/geophones.htm
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Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.
Do you cleanse or bless homes?
Do we cleanse or bless homes, no, we do not. We can however, help you get in touch with someone who can work with you on solving your
problem. Whether it is a shaman, a rabbi, a priest, or a psychic, we will help you get in touch with someone.

- Christine Free, Researcher and Data Reviewer, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC

Bumps in the Night!!!!
Disclaimer

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts for
sale. Go to our Webstore or Café Press

Click here to see the disclaimer for Bumps in the Night!!!!

store to place your order TODAY before

This disclaimer governs the use of the Bumps in the Night!!!!

supplies run out!

newsletter. By reading this newsletter, you accept this
disclaimer in full.

Contact Us
You can use any of the following mechanisms to contact us:
Contact Us Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm
Event Request Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request

Email: info@tntparanormal.com

Social Media:
Website: http://www.tntparanormal.com/
Twitter: @TnTParanormal (https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal)
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/
FB Team Page:
https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators
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Check out BITN on Facebook

Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com.
Name this Haunted Location from the last
issue was from Mays-Stringer House,
Brooksville, FL.
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Upcoming TnT Paranormal Events (continued)

Upcoming TnT Paranormal
Events

Other

Unless otherwise noted all of the lecture events are FREE to the public.
We are adding new events all the time, so please keep checking the

Orlando Museum of Art 1st Thursdays "Going Goth!" event
– 10/6 from 6 – 9PM

updated list on our website Events Page.

Other Upcoming
Paranormal Events

Lecture Series:
Course: Paranormal 101
Sep 20 at 7PM - Bloomingdale Public Library (IL)

Disclaimer: If it has to do with the paranormal and crowds we'll list

Sep 29 at 7PM – Aurora Public Library (IL)

it here. This list includes Ghost, UFO, and Cryptozoology

Oct 11 at 7PM - Wheeling Park District, Wheeling (IL)

conferences. We are not associated in any way with any event

Oct 19 at 7PM - Acorn Library, Oak Forest (IL)

listed and we cannot guarantee any information provided, please

Oct 22 at 2PM - Stickney-Forest View Public Library, Stickney (IL)

check with the representing website (and call the promoter if

Oct 27 at 6PM - Sugar Grove Library, Sugar Grove(IL)

possible) to gather full information.
Course: Paranormal 102
August 2016

Oct 13 at 7PM – Wheaton Library (IL)

Event: 5th Annual Kansas City Paracon
Date(s): August 6 and 7

Course: Paranormal 103

City, ST: Sugar Creek, MO (Location: Mike Onka Memorial Hall)

Sep 24 at 2PM - White Oak Library, Crest Hill (IL)

Website: http://www.kansascityparacon.net/
Course: Paranormal 104
Oct 24 at 6:30PM - Fox Lake Library, Fox Lake (IL)

Event: 2016 CIL-Con

Oct 30 at 3PM - Orange County Library System – Maitland Branch

Date(s): August 19 - 21

(FL)

City, ST: Mattoon IL (Location: Cross County Mall)
Website: http://www.cil-con.com/

Course: Paranormal 105
Event: MONSTROSITY 2016

Aug 10 at 7PM - Morris Area Public Library, Morris (IL)

Date(s): August 26 - 27
City, ST: St. Louis, MO (Location: Missouri 'Botanical Garden)

Course: Paranormal 106

Website: http://www.monsterparanormal.com/

Oct 3 at 7PM - Plainfield Public Library, Plainfield (IL)
Oct 18 at 6:30PM - White Oak Library, Romeoville

(IL)
Event: MIPARACON SEVEN (7th Annual Michigan Paranormal
Convention)
Date(s): August 26 - 27

Investigate with TnT Paranormal: (fee associated with these events)
Sep 24 at 7PM - Vogt Art Center, Tinley Park, IL

City, ST: Sault Ste. Marie, MI (Location: Kewadin Casino Dream

Oct 22 at 9PM - Arlington Heights Historical Museum, Arlington

Makers Theater)

Heights, IL

Website: http://miparacon.com/
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Other Upcoming Paranormal Events
September 2016

October 2016 (continued)

Event: MystiCon

Event: Little Traverse Bay Parafest

Date(s): Sept. 17-18

Date(s): October 14 and 15

City, ST: Seattle, WA

City, ST: Petoskey MI (Location: The Terrace Inn)

Website: www.mysticcon.com

Website: www.ltbparafest.com

Event: 2016 Gulf Coast ParaCon
Date(s): September 23 and 24

November 2016

City, ST: Biloxi, MS (Location: Beauvoir)

Event: The Old Mill ParaFest

Website: http://www.sparsparanormal.com/

Date(s): November 12
City, ST: Dundee, MI (Location: The Old Mill Museum)
Website:

October 2016

http://oldmillparafest.whindo.com/event/default.aspx?lock=244192

Event: Chicago Dark Shores Ghost Con 2016

2-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0&key=ba970483c2f2ea1

Date(s): October 7 - 9
City, ST: Willow Springs, IL (Location: Willowbrook Ballroom)
Website: http://m.bpt.me/event/2472470

Event: Milwaukee Paranormal Conference
Date(s): October 15 and 16
City, ST: Milwaukee, WI (Location: TBD)
Website: http://milwaukeeparacon.com/

Investigator Spotlight
Joan Camper
Investigator, IL Chapter
Joan grew up in the Chicago suburbs then moved to Florida and then Rockford. She now lives in the western suburbs with her husband and
three sons. They will be married 28 years in May.

She has a BS in Recreation and Park Administration with a specialty in Therapeutic

recreation and words part time for a local Special Recreation Organization. Joan has coached several Special Olympic sports including track
and field, snowshoeing and cross country skiing. Her hobbies include reading, swimming and baking. She is certified in First Aid and
CPR. Joan became interested in the paranormal when her son began telling her he was seeing his great grandfather from time to time in his
bedroom. Although she has read many books on paranormal subjects she is really looking forward to the opportunity to learn first hand how to
properly do research and investigations with true professionals.
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